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About This Game

Defend the organism!

Vicious germs strike again! Face them and repel the invasion in Heal Them All – an addictive Tower Defense game!

Commanded by Lieutenant Sicko and General LaPlague, armies of microbes are threatening to attack children and infect their
organisms. Face the invaders and wipe them out with medical micro-towers! Smash the waves of bacteria, complete special

missions, destroy germ Commanders and use mighty power ups to prevent the fever from rising!

Help the patients and Heal Them All!

--------
Heal Them All was developed in partnership with the 'Cape of Hope' Foundation. To learn more about the Foundation and its

statutory objectives please visit site www.naratunek.org/game/more.html
--------

Game features!
- Three diverse campaigns filled with vicious germs to defeat and exciting tower defense battles!

- Special levels including medi-mines, power up frenzy and Bossfights!
- Medical power-ups - from germ-slowing gel to a powerful surgical laser!

- Beautiful, hand-drawn graphics and energetic, 8 and 16-bit inspired music!
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Really enjoying this game so far! I haven't played much yet, but I can see myself getting way into this game. It's a very simple
game but it's super addictive. It also makes full use of room scale. Plus it looks great in VR! Very pretty setting and the dragon
looks awesome.

One thing I would like to see is a global leaderboard (I don't think this exists in the game yet?). Also a daily global leaderboard
would be really cool, similar to what ZenBlade does. Other than that, I really don't have any suggestions!

My other favorite games for the Vive right now are ZenBlade and QuiVR, also the Lab. I think if you enjoy any of those you
will really like this too!. This game made me feel things because of a bunch of rocks.
10/10. This game is really fun :). its♥♥♥♥♥♥balls dont buy. I absolutely love this game. My only qualm is the difficulty of
finding the secret rooms. Once I knew which rooms they were in, I found the difficulty fine. But there really was no in-game
clue to where they were, other than the hole in the map, which was often bordered by several rooms.

Now that the criticism is out of the way, let me just say the difficulty progression, level design, puzzles, visuals, etc are all great
and I highly recommend this game to anyone who ever played the Adventures of Lolo as a kid.
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If you are no good at voice acting, and can't afford to get proper voice actors, then just leave the voices out completely; it's fine,
the old games that this one claims to be inspired by didn't have voice overs anyway.

I wasn't impressed by this game in any way. The visuals are not bad but the gameplay is basic and takes far too many cues from
'rage' games, throwing enemies and pitfalls at the player that they couldn't reasonably be expected to avoid without prior
knowledge. The level design is run-of-the-mill and requires pixel perfect positioning to avoid damage from enemy attacks.

Overall I just didn't find the game rewarding or enjoyable; I was sick of it within 20 minutes. There are plenty of these 'retro
inspired' platformers on Steam and most of them are better and cheaper than this. Go play one of those instead.. Pretty sweet.
Finally figured out some control options...

so far only able to play in hard mode.

arrows move, mouse seems to do nothing
<Tab> rotates gameplay screen, repeatedly pushing shift+tab will eventually pull up the steam, but you may need to correct
game orientation afterwords
f - in \/ out of fullscreen
w - in and out of zoom?
z seems to be fire....
c is bomb
esc is pause
s is game track

pretty fun once i got it going ;)

.

แต่ทั้งนี้ก็ยังมีสิ่งที่ต้องปรับปรุงอยู่หลายจุดอย่างเช่น
จุดวนลูปเสียงประกอบมันสะดุดครับ ติดขัดเสียส่วนใหญ่
บักในเกมที่มีให้กันหลายจุด เกมเด้งเกมค้างที่จุดสำคัญ
และการเฟสเข้าออกฉากคัทซีนที่เร็วเกินไป
ส่วนเสียงพากษ์ครับ ก็....ครับ ขอชมว่าเป็นเกมไทยที่เสียง ENG ได้คะแนนเต็มสิบครับ
ส่วนเสียงไทย...ช่วยทำให้ต่างจากละครไทยสักหน่อยได้มั้ยครับ เจอ "ตอนมัทธยม เธอมีอาการแปลกๆ" เข้าไปทีเดียวความกลัวหายเกลี้ยงเลยครับ

ส่วนอื่นๆนั้นเยี่ยมากครับ มีหน่วงเวลาเล่นกับจอปกติเล็กน้อย แต่ถามจากเพื่อนต่างชาติที่เล่นกับ VR บอกว่าไม่หน่วงเลย

ส่วนตัวให้ 8.5/10 ครับ. This was recommended to me by a friend and immediately became one of my favourite games ever.
Probably has the best worldbuilding I've ever seen in a game, paired with an amazing soundtrack and a distinct, beautiful art
style, both of which help shape the atmosphere of the game. 10\/10, would absolutely recommend.. I enjoyed many hours
playing this on Nintendo 3DS. Great remake from the ground up. It's like a whole new game. Love all the characters in the game
its hard to pick my favorite.. It's a scam, don't buy.. You upgrade your wubmachine with wubs you find playing a level listening
to wubs...
I love it!. Love the skin, however it would be a veri nais idea to add a "Tribal Monkey" to the game, or to Bloons TD 6, I would
love to see that
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